Question regarding enforcement of your policies and enforcement of your Registrants and obligations to ICANN

1 message

Redacted per Requester  Smith Contact Information Redacted

To: Contact Information Redacted
Cc: policy-staff@icann.org, pointofmail.com
Bcc: janice duffy Contact Information Redacted

Hello DNC Holdings,

I was wondering, I have a very serious complaint that violates almost all parts of your Terms of Use by one of your Registrants, it covers thousands of complaints and detriment to your name and warrants immediate removal of a domain name both under your replicated Terms of Use and ICANN's requirement of you being a Registrar's Terms of Use.

I'd like to ask you, if the evidence is clear and succinct and the grounds are made out, do you enforce this policy? I am willing to put a lot of energy on behalf of many people into this, but need to know that you transparently do enforce your policies and stand by your commitment to your governing body.

Right to Close
Directnic reserves the right to close your account immediately and without prior notice if you or any of your account contacts, with or without intention, breaches any section of this agreement, any supplemental agreements, any terms or conditions of third party service providers or the rights of Directnic; if we do not receive a written response from you within 48 hours of any notice sent to you by our Abuse Department; if, in our sole judgment, your use of the service has the potential to harm Directnic, any of our affiliates, partners, service providers or customers; if your Directnic account becomes past due more than 20 days; if a compromised website is discovered on your account; and/or if we receive multiple complaints about the content of your account. You agree that Directnic will not be liable, in any way, for any closure pursuant to this section of the Agreement.

Redacted per Requester  this information has come to me from many sources and it will be produced to you in the form of a clear brief aligned to your Terms of Use with evidence in support. The abuse has been constant for over 10 years, and the risk to your company from a legal perspective is high based on this company's legal reputation, so I thought I would ask if you would take such a matter seriously and align to the rules set forth strictly by ICANN policy listed here: https://www.icann.org/policy

It has turned into a website of worldwide concern and internet terrorism, defamation, extortion and public bullying. Many people have lost their jobs, lives, and this company 'lives in court' and is being sued every which way. In Internet Safety, this is a prime concern to the world. Some countries have even banned it. Google have blocked thousands of pages, so have the other main search engines. There has been countless court cases and the person behind it is a wanted criminal. The evidence shall be forthcoming and in confidence, but I just need to be assured you will act on this information once verified and validated as it is in confidence and of importance to both my personal safety and that of many other people.

Kind regards

Redacted per Requester